Correlation between chromatin morphology as derived by digital image analysis and autoradiographic labeling pattern.
In order to interpret the Feulgen-dependent chromatin morphology on a functional basis, we performed model experiments in which labeling with 14C-thymidine and 14C-uridine was used as a functional parameter. Using a relocation facility, information on either DNA or RNA, labeling intensity of a cell was added to the parameters of image analysis by measuring the same cell by scanning photometry after Feulgen staining. The Feulgen-stained nuclei were interactively sampled and automatically segmented. Most of the textural information was gained from a flat texture image obtained by subtracting the original image from a median-filtered image. In addition to the autoradiographic features, visually recognizable differences in nuclear morphology, such as the number of nucleoli and the level of condensed (inactive) and diffuse (active) regions of the chromatin, were also correlated with textural parameters. Using the supervised cluster analysis method, an attempt was made to establish a correlation between visual nuclear morphology and autoradiographic labeling intensity that improved the functional understanding of the Feulgen features. Our results further clarify the supramolecular chromatin structure and its dynamics during specific transitions in the cell cycle, namely the G0-G1, G1-S and S-G2 transitions; this information may become useful in diagnostic procedures.